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Why publish with CABI Open books? 
“To reach a wide range of individuals and organisations through an easily accessible platform like Open Books 
is invaluable. It means we can reach NGOs, students and scientific researchers at the lowest possible threshold, 
helping them to address the ethical issues that arise from their political and economic context.” 

– P. Wenzel Geissler, University of Oslo, Norway, co-author of CABI’s first open access book, “Global Health 
Research in an Unequal World: Ethics Case Studies from Africa

Freely available online
CABI Open Books are freely and immediately available online at CAB eBooks upon publication and are clearly 
labelled as ‘open access’. They are accessible to anyone worldwide, which ensures distribution to the widest 
possible audience. 

There are also other CABI products available under an open access model such as the Invasive Species 
Compendium.

High visibility
All CABI Open Books are submitted to be listed in the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB), increasing 
visibility and discoverability of your work. They are also indexed, down to chapter level, in CAB Abstracts and (where 
relevant) Global Health, bringing them to a global audience of researchers, teachers and students. 

CABI Open Books



Authors retain copyright
CABI Open Books are published under the Creative Commons license CC BY-NC-ND. This license allows 
people to download your work and share it with others as long as they credit you, but they can’t change it in 
any way or use it commercially.

Many book types available
CABI Open Books accepts manuscripts for authored and edited books of academic monographs, practitioner 
books and conference proceedings to make small books of 128 – 256 pages, medium books from above 256 – 
416 pages and larger books over 416 pages.

Formats available
The open access eBook is freely available in an ePDF format online and to download to your desktop, tablet or 
smartphone. A printed version can be offered for those who still wish to buy a printed book.

Who we work with
We work for and with universities, national research and extension institutions, development agencies, the 
private sector, national and local governments, charities and foundations, farmers and non-governmental 
organizations. We also publish titles on behalf of, or in association with, a number of learned societies, research 
institutes, commercial companies and donor organizations.

The highest quality standards
CABI Open Books are subject to the same high-level peer-review, production and publishing processes 
followed by traditional CABI books.  We offer excellent author care from our team of dedicated staff and will 
advise you on the best way to ensure maximum quality of your book for the price.

Frequently Asked Questions
1. What does it cost to publish a CABI Open Book?

CABI prides itself on its flexibility and our straightforward pricing policy means that we can customise our prices 
to your needs. We charge a fee at the start of the publication process. The average price is £10,000 but this can 
vary depending on your individual needs. Please contact c.makepeace@cabi.org for further information.

2. I want to publish a CABI Open Book or I am interested in finding out more about CABI’s open 
Access publishing. Who should I contact?

Contact Caroline Makepeace, Head of Books Commissioning by emailing c.makepeace@cabi.org

contact us
for more information or to discuss purchase options available, please email sales@cabi.org  
or contact your CABI regional representative. 

CABI, Nosworthy Way, Wallingford, Oxfordshire OX10 8DE, UK. T: +44 (0)1491 829313, E: sales@cabi.org

In North America:
CABI, 745 Atlantic Avenue, 8th Floor, Boston MA 02111, USA. T: +800 552 3083, E: cabi-na@cabi.org

www.cabi.org/publishing-products/cabi-open-books


